The mechanism of multinucleon transfer (MNT) reactions for producing neutron-rich heavy nuclei around N = 126 is investigated within two different theoretical frameworks: dinuclear system (DNS) model and isospin-dependent quantum molecular dynamics (IQMD) model. The effects of mass asymmetry relaxation, N/Z equilibration, and shell closures on production cross sections of neutron-rich heavy nuclei are investigated. For the first time, the advantages for producing neutron-rich heavy nuclei around N = 126 are found in MNT reactions based on 238 U target. We propose the MNT reactions with 238 U target for producing unknown neutron-rich heavy nuclei around N = 126 in the future.
Introduction
The neutron-rich heavy nuclei (NRHN) around N = 126 are not only interesting in nuclear structure, but also contribute significantly to understanding the mechanism of heavy elements synthesis in r-process. As a consequence, much effort has been made for producing NRHN around N = 126 in recent years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Several reactions, such as 136 Xe + 208 Pb [2] [3] [4] and 136 Xe + 198 Pt [6, 7] , are proposed to produce NRHN in this region. Huge advantage of production cross section is noticed in multinucleon transfer (MNT) process in comparison to the approach of projectile fragmentation [6] . However, no new isotopes with N = 126 is observed directly in recent experiments. Further developments of experimental detection and separation capabilities are needed. Also, it is desirable to investigate the MNT mechanism theoretically, which can give more clues to find favorable combinations to produce unknown nuclei.
Strong dependence of the nucleon flow on the shell effects in MNT reactions around Coulomb barrier was found both theoretically [8, 9] and experimentally [10] . Due to influence of shell closures N = 82 and N = 126, the enhancement of yield in transtarget region was noticed in the reaction 160 Gd + 186 W. The behavior that the nucleons are transferred from the lighter partner to the heavy one is called inverse quasifission (QF) process, which could be one candidate for producing NRHN around N = 126. In Refs. [5, 11, 12] , it was found that due to N/Z equilibration, the projectiles with large neutron excesses show great advantage of production cross sections of neutronenriched transtarget nuclei. For radioactive beams, although the neutron excesses are large, the beam intensities are usually * zhulong@mail.sysu.edu.cn lower than stable ones. Also, it is very difficult to detect the target-like fragments (TLF) in MNT reactions with present experimental equipments. The MNT reactions with 238 U projectile and lighter targets had been performed many years ago by Mayer et al [13] . The structure effects on nucleon flow were observed. Also, theoretically, protons transfer from 238 U to lighter partner was explained by enhanced neck evolution [14] . Nevertheless, the systematic study on the advantages of MNT reactions with 238 U for producing NRHN around N = 126 has not yet been given.
In this work, in order to optimize the reaction combinations for producing unknown NRHN around N = 126, based on the dinuclear system (DNS) model and isospin-dependent quantum molecular dynamics (IQMD) model, the reactions 176 [5, 12, 15] and QMD type models [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] have been developed and successfully used in investigation of nuclear reactions around Coulomb barrier, including multinucleon transfer reactions. Two approaches show different points of view on multinucleon transfer process. We expect that the reactions with 238 U target would show great advantages for producing NRHN around N = 126 based on three conjectures. (i) The mass asymmetry relaxation would promote the nucleons transferring from 238 U to light partners; (ii) The neutron closed shell N = 126 could attract the neutrons flow from 238 U to light partners; (iii) The 238 U shows large value of N/Z ratio and could enhance the neutron-richness of projectile-like products. Also, with consideration of direct kinematics, the reactions with heavier target 238 U could be easier performed, although the inverse kinematics reactions, such as 238 U + 110 Pd, had been performed experimentally [13] . The article is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we briefly describe the theoretical models. The results and discussion are presented in Sec. 3. Finally, we summarize the main results in Sec. 4.
Models
The DNS+GEMINI model was improved by consideration of deformation degree of freedom and the temperature dependence of shell correction [9, 15] . The master equation can be written as
where P(Z 1 , N 1 , β 2 , t) is the distribution probability for the fragment 1 with proton number Z 1 and neutron number N 1 at time t. β 2 is the dynamical deformation parameter of the DNS.
denotes the mean transition probability from the channel (Z 1 , N 1 , β 2 ) to (Z ′ 1 , N 1 , β 2 ), which is similar to N 1 and β 2 . d Z 1 ,N 1 ,β 2 is the microscopic dimension (the number of channels) corresponding to the macroscopic state (Z 1 , N 1 , β 2 ) [21] . For the degrees of freedom of charge and neutron number, the sum is taken over all possible proton and neutron numbers that fragment 1 may take, but only one nucleon transfer is considered in the model (Z
we take the range of -1.0 ∼ 1.0. The evolution step length is 0.02. The transition probability is related to the local excitation energy [15, 22] .
The potential energy surface (PES) is defined as
Here, ∆(Z i , N i ) (i = 1, 2) is mass excess of the fragment i, including the paring and shell corrections as shown in Ref. [9] . The effective nucleus-nucleus interaction potential V cont (Z 1 , N 1 , β 2 , R cont ) between fragments 1 and 2 can be written as
Here, β [23] .
are the LDM stiffness parameters of the fragments, the description of which can be seen in Ref. [24] . For the reactions with no potential pockets, the position where the nucleon transfer process takes place can be obtained with the equation:
The detailed description of nuclear potential and Coulomb potential can be seen in Refs. [9, 25, 26] .
The production cross sections of the primary products in transfer reactions can be calculated as follows:
Here, the second sum is taken over all possible β 2 that may take.
T cap is the capture probability. Because there are no potential pockets for the reactions in this work and the incident energies are above the interaction potentials at the contact configurations (there are no ordinary barriers: the potential energies of these nuclei are everywhere repulsive), it is reasonable to take the value of T cap as 1.
The statistical model GEMINI [27] is used to treat the sequential statistical evaporation of excited fragments. Assuming the situation of thermal equilibrium, the sharing of the excitation energy between the primary fragments is assumed to be proportional to their masses. Subsequent de-excitation cascades of the excited fragments via emission of light particles (neutron, proton, and α) and γ rays competing with the fission process are taken into account, which lead to the final mass distribution of the reaction products. The excitation energy of system depends on the entrance angular momentum. Therefore, the de-excitation of fragments in different angular momentums is taken into account.
In the IQMD model, the effective interaction potential energy is written as the sum of Coulomb interaction potential energy U Coul and the nuclear interaction potential energy U loc = V loc (r)dr. V loc is potential energy density that is obtained from the effective Skyrme interaction
Here, δ is the isospin asymmetry. The parameters are shown in Table 1 . The density distribution in the coordinate space is given by
where, L [= (0.09A 1/3 + 0.88) 2 fm 2 ] is the square of the Gaussian wave pocket width. 
Results and discussion
The nucleon transfer process could be explained on the basis of PES. In Fig. 1(a) , the potential energy at the contact configuration is shown as a function of mass number for the reaction 186 W + 160 Gd. Due to shell closures of N = 126, N = 82, and Z = 82, one deep pocket can be seen around the configuration of 208 Pb + 138 Ba. Due to attraction of this deep pocket, the inverse QF process is strongly promoted. The potential energy without shell correction is also shown in the reaction 186 W + 160 Gd. It can be seen that the minimum potential energy locates at the symmetry configuration, which means mass asymmetry relaxation could influence the nucleon flow from heavy fragment to lighter one in MNT process. We also show the potential energies as a function of mass number in the reaction 186 see that both mass asymmetry relaxation and shell effects could enhance the probability of nucleons transferring from 238 U to 186 W. Therefore, we expect that the production cross sections of transprojectile nuclei would be strongly enhanced in MNT reactions with 238 U target. The mass distributions of primary fragments calculated within DNS+GEMINI model in the reaction 186 W + 160 Gd can be seen in Fig. 1(b) . Due to shell effects, one pronounced shoulder around A = 208 is noticed. The same behavior was shown in Ref. [8] . After cooling process, the shoulder is still clear, only moves to smaller mass position. We also show the results based on 238 U target for comparison. As we expected, the cross sections for producing transprojectile nuclei are much higher than those in the reaction 186 W + 160 Gd. In transprojectile region, for the curve without shell correction in the reaction 186 W + 238 U is still higher than that with shell enhancement in the reaction 186 W + 160 Gd. However, we cannot conclude that the mass asymmetry relaxation plays an significant role in nucleon flow so far. Actually, each mass distribution in Fig. 1(b) contains TLF and PLF contributions. In the reaction 186 W + 160 Gd, the contribution in transprojectile region from TLF is very low. However, for the reaction 186 W + 238 U, because of mass asymmetry relaxation the yield of TLF around A = 210 is almost half of the total.
Experimentally, it is difficult to detect and separate TLF in MNT reactions with present equipments. In order to clarify the mass asymmetry relaxation effect in MNT reactions, we remove the yield contribution of TLF and show in Fig. 2 . Clearly, the reaction 186 W + 238 U still shows larger cross sections in transprojectile region. Therefore, mass asymmetry relaxation significantly influences the nucleon flow in multinucleon transfer process. Also, the results of without shell correction are shown. The same behavior is notice as shown in Fig. 1(b) .
The DNS model assumes a sudden PES in the radial coordinate and the evolution of DNS mainly in three degrees of freedom {Z, N, β 2 }. As one microscopic transport approach, the IQMD model describes the interaction of many body systems. In Fig. 3 , we show the contour plots of the density in the reaction plane for the reactions 186 W + 160 Gd and 186 W + 238 U in central collisions calculated in the IQMD model. The vertical lines denote the separation planes that separate the two subsystem (PLF and TLF). For central collisions, the separation plane at a given time t is defined at the position where the two densities ρ P (z,t) and ρ T (z,t) cross [28] . The deep contact is noticed during collisions, during which nucleon transferring and energy dissipation happen.
In Fig. 4(a) , we show the contour of PES with evolution trajectory of first momentums of PLF in a Z PLF − Z projectile , N PLF − N projectile plane for the reaction 186 W + 238 U. The solid line denotes the result of the DNS model calculation. The tendency to minimize the potential energy is recognized. It can be seen that the target tends to lose nucleons to the projectile. However, the average neutron and proton numbers of PLF decreases along the trajectory in the reaction 186 W + 160 Gd, although shell effects promote the transferring of nucleons from target to projectile. The trajectories of the DNS model calcula- tions without shell correction are also shown for both reactions with dotted lines. It can be seen the shell effects enhance the probability of transferring nucleons from target to projectile. However, mass asymmetry relaxation shows stronger effects on nucleon flow than the shell closures. For comparison, the trajectories of the IQMD model calculations are also shown in both reactions. No structure effects is considered in the IQMD model. Nevertheless, the behavior of mass asymmetry relaxation also can be seen. The yields of transprojectile nuclei would be enhanced in 186 W + 238 U reaction. The dynamical simulations confirm the importance of mass asymmetry relaxation process in multinucleon transfer process.
As stated above, due to strong influence of mass asymmetry relaxation, large yields of transprojectile nuclei can be seen in the reaction 186 W + 238 U. For producing neutron-rich nuclei, one may wonder whether the neutron richness of PLF is high. To clarify this, we show the average N/Z ratios of PLF in both reactions as a function of interaction time within the frameworks of the DNS model and the IQMD model in Fig.  4(c) . For the reaction 186 W + 238 U, the calculated average value of N/Z ratio in the DNS model first increases quickly to the value of about 1.54, and then gently increases to 1.55, which is close to the N/Z ratio of the compound system. It was found that the N/Z equilibration occurs at the first stage of heavy ion collisions [29, 30] . The DNS calculation approves the behavior of fast equilibration of N/Z in heavy ion collisions, which is governed by gradient of PES. Also, it can be seen that shell effects significantly enhance the average N/Z ratio of PLF in the reaction 186 W + 238 U, which is because of the shell closure N = 126. Unlike strong increase of average N/Z value of PLF within short relaxation time in the DNS model calculation, the N/Z equilibration process evolves gradually in the IQMD model simulations. The fluctuation is mainly due to preequilibrium dipole oscillations [31] , which actually is supposed as the cause of N/Z equilibration based on microscopic framework [32] . On the other hand, due to charge equilibration, 238 U (N/Z = 1.587) enhances the neutron richness of PLF. For the reaction 186 W + 160 Gd, the N/Z values of 160 Gd and 186 W are very close, which results in the almost flat variation of average N/Z ratio with the interaction time in both the DNS and IQMD models calculations. Here, we would like to emphasize that in the IQMD model calculations, the relaxation processes are initiated at the contact configurations, which are 90 fm/c and 100 fm/c for the reactions 186 W + 238 U and 186 W + 160 Gd, respectively, after the beginning of simulations.
In Fig. 5 , we show the calculated production cross sections of 
Summary
For successfully obtaining the new neutron-rich isotopes around N = 126, the MNT reactions based on 238 U are investigated and compared with several promising reactions within the frameworks of the DNS (semi-classical approach) and IQMD (microscopic dynamical approach) models. The comparisons of DNS and IQMD models for descriptions of mass asymmetry relaxation and N/Z equilibration are given for the first time. Three conjectures about reactions with 238 U are testified. (i) The mass asymmetry relaxation plays an significant role on transferring nucleons from 238 U to light partners; (ii) The neutron closed shell N = 126 could attract the neutrons flow from 238 U to light partners; (iii) The 238 U shows large value of N/Z ratio and enhances the neutron-richness of projectile-like prod-ucts. For the first time, the advantages for producing NRHN around N = 126 in the MNT reactions with 238 U are found and the MNT reactions with 238 U target are proposed for producing unknown NRHN around N = 126 in consideration of direct kinematics.
